25 April 2016
NEW WIDENING TRAILERS START FIRST JOB IN SOUTH AFRICA

ALE’s latest range of widening trailers in South Africa have performed their first job in Durban, Kwazulu-Natal.
ALE’s South Africa branch are contracted with the loading, transporting and staging of eight tug boats,
weighing in at 800t each, from the client’s warehouse to the floating dock onsite at Durban Harbour.
ALE has executed the opening phase of the project, by loading the third tug boat individually onto the new
widening trailers by jacking it up, using four 500t climbing jacks. The tug boat was then transported
approximately 500m from the shipyard’s warehouse to the floating dock using 36 axle lines of the new
widening trailers in a 2 x 2 file 18 configuration at 3m wide, along with two trucks.
Once the tug boat was transported from the warehouse to the floating dock at the Durban Harbour, it was
then staged by using the trailers’ hydraulics to jack it down onto concrete stools situated on the deck of the
floating dock.
The new widening trailers, which arrived in November 2015, are widened at a standard of 3m. However, ALE
has widened the trailers to 4.3m in width, allowing maximum stability for the project requirements.
Zayno Myburgh, ALE’s Project Manager, explains why these widening trailers are highly qualified within their
capacity for ALE’s specific project requirements: “The trailers were ideally suited for this project due to their
high capacity of 45t per axle line, their extremely strong spine beams which reduce the need for temporary
central support as well as being ideally suited to ALE South Africa’s road and bridge clearances.
“The trailers are currently lined up to work on several transportation contracts already and will continue to
assist with the execution of the seven remaining tug boats. The project is expected to conclude in September
2017 with the loading, transportation and staging of one tug boat for every three months. We believe these
new trailers offer a smarter, safer and stronger solution to our clients.”
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Image 1: ALE transport the first tug boat using the new widening trailers.

ABOUT ALE
Founded in 1983 by Roger Harries, ALE delivers a highly tailored, end-to-end service covering every aspect
of the handling, transportation and installation of heavy, indivisible loads, including lifting, transporting,
installing, ballasting, jacking and weighing.
ALE delivers strategic heavy-lift services to a wide range of sectors, including civil, oil and gas, energy,
nuclear, offshore, renewables, petrochemical, ports, marine, minerals and metals and mining.
ALE has more than 30 offices across Europe, the Far East, Africa, America, South America, the Middle East
and Australia. It is fully compliant with international standards of safety and excellence, including Quality
standard ISO 9001:2008, Environmental standard ISO 14001:2004, and Health and Safety Standard OHSAS
18001:2007. ALE is also registered and qualified in the Achilles Norway and Link-up systems, and is a
member of both the British Safety Council and the British Standards Institution. Further information can be
found on the ALE website at www.ale-heavylift.com

